The ET Presence – Some Facts
THE ETs’ INTENTIONS —
WHAT THE EXPERTS ARE SAYING:

2 Governments and military begin the cover-up:

“It is complete nonsense that [the space
people] should carry out genetic or
sexual experimentation on people from
this planet when they have a technology
which is several thousand years ahead
of anything that we could think of today.”
–Benjamin Creme, esotericist (2010)
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In the late 1940s:
4 Public interest in their hope-inspiring message
1 Newspapers report that debris and bodies about the brotherhood of man and the dangers of
from UFO crashes are found:
nuclear power is immense:

Huge audience at George Adamski’s lecture in Denver, 1954

From the mid-1950s onwards:
5 Secret government agencies and the military
From the early 1950s onwards:
begin a disinformation campaign. The experiences
3 With the Cold War in full swing, the space people of contactees are derided and stories about ‘alien’
begin contacting individuals around the world:
abduction, cattle mutilations, experiments, etc. begin
to appear and contaminate the public’s perception.
The resulting fear and confusion helped
prolong the Cold War and the arms race.
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Question: Who benefits from a negative
perception of the ET presence?
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“If [the UFOs over nuclear weapons
bases] wanted to destroy them, with all
the powers they seem to have, they
could have done that job. So I
personally don’t think that it was a
hostile intent.” –Robert Salas, US Air
Force Captain, Ret. (2010)

“It’s pretty obvious that if [the ET
presence] had been hostile we would
have been gone by now. (…) We have
no defence, if that is what their real
intent was.” –Edgar Mitchell, astronaut
(2008)
“Why should beings so advanced in
physics and engineering – crossing
vast interstellar distances – be so
backward when it comes to biology?”
–Carl Sagan, astronomer (1993)
“We all know the power [the space
people] have tapped would make our
largest bombs look like dud
firecrackers on the 4th of July. Do not
these facts adequately answer
questions regarding their hostility?”
–George Adamski, contactee (1957)

